Tic Tac Toe

This game is adapted from Barbi Honeycutt’s [Bingo Game](#).

**Supplies/Preparations needed:**

- Game sheets with a nine-square grid (1 sheet per round)
- Writing utensils
- Tokens (torn pieces of paper, coins, buttons, etc.)
- Questions prepared ahead of time (at least 40)

**Directions:**

Students are divided in pairs. Each pair is given a game sheet. Each round consists of nine questions.

Instructor reads the first question. The pair writes their answer in any one of the nine boxes on the game sheet grid. Instructor reads the next question, and the pair again writes their answer in any box. This continues until all nine questions are read. Instructor then tells students to put writing utensils away. As each answer is revealed, if the students recorded a correct answer, they cover that square with a token. The first pair of students to record three correct answers in a row (horizontally, vertically, or diagonally) yells “Tic Tac Toe!” and receives a point. If multiple pairs win at the same time, all winners are awarded points.